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Course Description

 This 90 minute or less course will 

provide you important information 

about how to build course 

sections, understand the course 

and catalog logic and make 

changes to your section.  We will 

use hands on methods to give you 

confidence when you leave.



Course Objectives

Course Objectives
Results/Outcome

Expected
Skills Developed

Understand Catalog

level logic

Being able to know the 

difference between 

catalog level and 

section level

On your way to being 

a master scheduler!

Build a section in 

SSASECT

Understanding how to 

build a section and 

update required fields

Being able to fish for 

yourself!

The rolling of terms

Understanding and 

being able to predict 

what information will 

come to you

A better grasp on term 

rolls

Building a 

linked/lecture lab

Knowing that making 

an error here causes all 

sorts of havoc

Scheduling sensitivity



How Catalog Versus Section Works

 Information exists at two levels in 

BANNER.  The catalog level and 

the section level

 Courses at the catalog level 

cannot be modified without a 

curriculum change form

 Courses at the section level are 

modified by the departmental 

user.

 SCACRSE > SSASECT

 SCAPREQ > SSAPREQ

 SCADETL > SSADETL

 SCARRES > SSARRES

 SCASRCH



Formatting matters!

 BANNER is specific with how it likes 

dates.

 March 14th, 2016 would be 14-

MAR-2016

 Terms are listed in 6 digit numbers:

 The year: ex: 2016 and the term ex 

10.  

 10 equals Fall term

 20 equals Spring tem

 30 equals Summer term

 CRN’s will soon start with those 

numbers as well.  All CRN’s are four 

or five digits.  Fall will start with 8, 

spring with 1 and summer with 3.



Schedule Roll 

What rolls What doesn’t roll

 Meeting times Course Reference Numbers 

(CRN)

 Co-requisites/Prerequisites General course information

Room assignments

 Re-sequencing of CRN’s Text to SSATEXT or other Section 

level 

 Fees at the catalog level restrictions

 Instructors (we could remove them)



Building a Course in SSASECT



SSASECT Requirements

There is some required information 

when building a course in SSASECT.

 Subject

 Course Number

 Section (always three digits, 

sequencially ordered)

 Status

 Schedule Type

 Part of Term

Sometimes….

 You need to “lock” variable hour 

courses

 Uncheck gradeable for labs

 Changing course titles on Special 

Topics courses ex: ENGL 3399 

Special Topics: Canadian 

Literature in the 1900’s.



Building a section continued…
 Type in the term, In the CRN box type the word “ADD” and then next block.



Even more SSASECT building
 Fill in the required information and when you press save (F10) it will 

generate a new CRN.



We are still building….
 Variable hour courses need to have their hours locked in order for all 

students in the section to have the same number of credit hours and 

billed hours. 



Enrollment Numbers/Waitlist 

numbers
 Click on the section enrollment info tab, then enter the max number of 

registrants you want.



Meeting Times 

 After saving your work go to the 

Meeting Times tab to enter when 

the course will meet.

 The start and end date are pulled 

from SOATERM and will 

automatically populate when you 

tab over.

 Click on the carrot under 

“Meeting Time” and select the 

approved time for your course.

 When selected the hours and days 

of the week will populate.

 Remember that if you enter 

something manually here it must 

be in military time.  (ex: 2pm is 

1400)

 If the section has no meeting times 

(online, independent study), tab 

through until you get to “Hours per 

Week” and enter the total number 

there. 



Meeting time examples



Entering the Instructor
Enter the F# of the instructor, enter the % responsibility and the primary 

indicator.



Problems with instructors

 In order for an instructor to be added to a course, they must be active in 

banner

 Only the primary can enter grades

 Total responsibility must = 100%

 You can have multiple instructors but only one can enter grades

 If the instructor isn’t active contact our office with F#, name, and 

college/department



Cancelling versus deleting

 Before cancelling a section remove the instructor and zero out the 

enrollment.  You cannot cancel a course that has registration in it. 

 If you wish to cancel a section, notify the students that they have 24 

hours to drop the course, after that we will remove them en masse 

for you. 

 Deleting a course is different than cancelling.  Deleting a section 

means it will not roll the next time we copy the term.  Cancelling 

means it will remain on the schedule and will roll.



How to cancel or delete a course
 The easiest thing is cancelling a class.  Everything that you did to build it, do in 

reverse! 



Next Steps
 Make sure the enrollment is zero and change the maximum capacity to zero.

 Roll back to the first screen in SSASECT and change the Status from A (active) 

to C (cancelled)



Building Linked/Lecture Labs
 Courses that are identified as needing a lab or recitation session are built differently.  

 You must set the following items on the lectures for these courses

 Schedule type should be LEC

 Both credit and billing should be locked at the highest credit hour

 Section must be identified as a linked course



Building the Lab section
 The section type should be set to LAB

 Both credit and billing hours should be set to the lowest allowed

 Section must be identified with a link identifier

 If appropriate (zero credit hour lab) uncheck the gradeable box



Linking on SSADETL

 Now that you have created your lecture and lab you have to let BANNER 

know which course to look for!

 This must be done for every lecture and lab, every term.  This information 

does not roll.  On SSADETL, you put the opposite of the CRN.  So for a 

lecture you would put LA, for a lab put LE.  If you have multiple, start using 

L1 and L2

 If you don’t do this, students will be able to register for the lecture and not 

be required to take the lab!!!



Questions?
EMAIL US AT SCHEDULE@FAIRMONTSTATE.EDU


